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ABSTRACT 

This report describes a study off()rest fire dynamics at the landscape scale. The 

objective of this study was to develop a spatially-explicit model that can simulate long~ .. . 

term fire dynamics in Ontario, especially in the boreal region. Here~e present 

background information, a brief review of existing fire models, the. logic of model 

development, such as ecological foundation and descriptors for a fire regime, and . 

potential uses of thelIlodel. 

The role offorest fire is two-fold. On one hand, fires burn forest biomass, 

consume tilIlber resources, and destr()y properties; fires disrupt the forest's successiVe 

renewal cyCle and function as a timer for succession, i. e., reset the succession cycle toa 

particular point. On the other hand, however; frequent fir~s could help to maintain the· 

diversity-of landscapes, and may even be a "norma!" component of forest ecosystemS, 

maintaining their structure and function. 

A fire regime is usually described by fire freq!lency. We propose a combination of 

fire return interval and size distribution for characterizing a unique fife regime. This 

combination describes the proportions oflargeand small fires. 

A review of fire models in the. literature suggests that none of the existing fire 

models could meet all of the expectations of the. study. Most existing fire· models either· 

deal with scientific problems with different temporal and/()r spatial scales, or witl). 

prescribed fire regimes, or are .. unableto link toa Geographic Information System (GIS) 

database. Therefore, a new model is needed. 

ON-FIRE (ONtario FIre REgime model) was developed for simulating fire 

regimes that result from the interaction between fire events andfQrest landscapes, as 

influenced by weather. Three main componentS of ON -FIRE are looped for each time 

step: forest growth, fire disturbance, and regeneration after the bum Age~dependentfire 

probability is a major assumption of ON-FIRE. The idea behind this assumption is that 

the processes of fire ignition and spread are mainly controlled by a variable that changes 

slowly -- amoUIit ()f fuel accumulated across alandscape. Other factors (such as 
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vegetation cover type, topography, moisture regime, and weather) will modify the fire 

probability across the landscape and contribute to fire ignition and spread processes. 

The philosophy guiding"the development of ON-FIRE isthatany of the ejdsting 

hypotheses in the field of fire modelling, such asweather-driven andfuelcdrivenfire 

proce;ses, should not be pre-accepted or pre-rejected. On theconWlry, ON-FIRE tries to 

. incorporate the effects of both weather and fuel cOhditionson fire regime, and provides a 

framework with which users. will beable"to test different hypotheses. We believe this 

modeIlingapproachis appropriate because the cUrrent knowledge of fire process is so 

limited that the existing hypotheseswere~otwell supported byobservations .. 

ON~FIREhas many potential applications in different fields offorestryihcluding 

forestpolicy, res()urcemanagement, fire management, and wildlife and habitat 

management. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

This report describes.a study of forest fire dynamics at the landscape scale --C)N_ 

FIRE (ONtario Fire REgime model), initiated within the Forest Landscape Ecology . 

Program (FLEP) atthe Ontario Forest Research Institute (OFRI). The objective of this ' . 

. study is to develop a spatially explicit model that can simulate long-term fire dYllamics in 

Ontario, especially in the boreal region: Here we present background.information, a brief 

review of existing fire models, the logic of model development, such as ecological. 

foundation and descriptors for a fire regime, and potential uses of the model. 

The study originated from the requirements of Ontario's current forestry policy, . 

which requires that resource management should !llimic natural di.sturbance patterns for. 

ensuring sustainable resources and maintaining biodiversity (Environm(!ntal Assessment 

Board 1994). The int~nt ofthepolicywas to maximize the long-term timber resource 

supply and to conserve biodiversity. 

To implement this forestry policy, however, we must understand the patterns of 

naturaL disturbances (including fires, insect pests, diseases, windstorm, etc.). Natural 

disturbance patterns are still poorly understood . .For assisting forest management 

decisioncmaking, a tool is needed to answer "what - if" questions. The tool must be abl~ 

to simulate natural disturbance patterns and allow users to compare o11tcomesfrorri 

different management options with these patterns. ON-FIRE is one of the tools designed 

to reach this goal. 

Ontario's forestry policy is consistent with the ones in other provjnces and 

countries. For example, timber oriented forest resourc.e management has been widely 

replaced by multiple use management goals (Lamas and Fries 1995). Tools that can 

. simulate natural fire regime wiUalso contribute to forest policy outside.Ontario. 

Two important chara~teristics have been defined for th~ study in the original 

~esign: landscape scale and long-term dynamics. 

Focusing on the spatial scale of the landscape means that spatial heterogeneity has 

to be incorporated into the development of a simulation model, and the model must be 

spatially explicit. This approach enables 11S to link the developed model to a geographic 

information system (GIS) database, so that realistic resylts can be obtained. Inother 
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words, users of the developed model would be. able to address the question of whether a 

fire regime could be modified by differentlandscape structures. 

The emphasis on long-term dynamics enables us to evaluate the impacts of·· 

climate change and other management policies on the dynamics of simulatedforest 

landscapes. For this evaluation, a natural disturbance model is needed as- a baseline. From 

these perspectives, the study's objective can be written as: to develop a. spatially explicit 

model that can simulate long-term fire dynamics in Ontario, especially in the northwest 

(boreal region). The model should be focused on simulating stand-replacing forest fires 

(mainlylightning:caused fires), including crown fires. and intensive surface fires, that 

. have shaped thestructure of boreal forest landscapes in terms of stand age and species 

composition. 

We will first address the question of why the fire model is so important, by 

. describing the roles of disturbances on the· dynamics of forest landscape. The question, 

thus can also be rephrased as: in what ways will the disturbances influence forest 

succession and hence the structure of the forest landscape? 

. . 

2. ROLES OF DISTURBANCE ON FOREST DYNAMICS 

It is necessary to introduce the concept of forest succession to understand the role 

... of disturbance in forest dynamics. 

2.1. Forest succession theory 

Traditional forest succession theory (Clements 1916}tells us that the assemblages 

of forest species move toward a sustained climax species assemblage in a highly ordered 

sequence, and the resulting climaxes are primarily determined by climate and soil 

conditions. Clements (1916) sees the forest community as a supraorganism, and the 

various stages of succession are equivalent to the birth, growth, maturity, and .death of an 

organism. This traditional view of ecosystem successional process could be seen as 

controlled by two functions: exploitation, which emphasizes the rapid colonization of 

. recently disturbed areas,.andconseryation, which emphasizes slow accumulation and -

storage of energy and materiaL 
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This viewpoint, however, has been revised to include twoaddiiionalfunctions . 

(Holling 1986, 1(92). Oneis release (or creative destruction), i.e., the tightly bound 

accumulation of biomass and nutrients become increasingly fragile, until it is suddenly"" 

released.by disturbances such as forestfiresand insect pests. Another one is 

reorganization (or mobilization), i.e.,soilprocessesminimize nutrient loss and reorganize 

nutrients; so the nutrients become available for the next phase of exploitation. The revised 

viewpoint has incorporatedtheresults from extensive comparative field studies and 

experimental manipulations of watersheds . " 

A renewal cycle, therefore, is composed offour ecosystem functions: from 

exploitation, slowly to conservation, very rapidly to release, rapidly to reorganization, . 

and rapidly back to exploitation, This is the so-called '.'4cbox" model, illustrated in Figure 

1. 

The identification of thetwo additional functions has clarified the roles of 

disturbances on forest dynamics. Fores(fire, as one of the release agents, usually disrupts 

the forest renewal cycle and acts as a timerforsuccessionprocesses. 

2.2. Roles offorest fires 

Forest fire is one of the major disturbances that have been shaping the structure of 

landscapes. In 1995, for example, serious forest fires occurred across Canada, from 

British Columbia to Ontario and Quebec. Many of them were outof controL The fire 
, " - r • 

occurrences have been summariied (CanadianForest Service 1 995). Figures 2 and3 

show the fire situations in six provinces and two territories of Canada where most of the 

fires occurred, compared with the past 10 year's averages .. Figure 2 shows the number of 

fires, and Figure 3 shows the area bwned in thousands of hectares. Are.a burneq in 1995 
- -' , " 

was higher than the averagefor the.Iast 1 0 years, in spite of only three provinces· 

(Manitoba, Ontario and Quebec) having higher than the average fire numbers. In Ontario, 

the total area burned in 1995 was 3.2 times the average value, though the number otfires 

was only slightly higher than average. 

Fire has many negative impacts fronllhe viewpoint of human society. Fire usually 

bums forest biomass, consumes timber resources, and destroys properties and valuables; . . 

Fire also transfers carbon from forestbiomassto soil carbon and rapidly releases some 

ecosystem carbon into the atmosphere (Kurz et (I1. I 992}.Thetransforniation processes 

contribute to increases in CO2, and .thus may increase average global surface temperature. 
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Theincrease in global surface temperature will influence the growth of forests and may 

trigger more frequent natural fire ignitions. The use of prescribed fires to pre-treat 

regeneration sites and reduce. slash fuel could decrease the fire probability for a quite 

. while ( delay the timing of next hirge fire) .• 

-. - -
===~-========~====================== .==--==....::._. '== 

4 
Mobilization ; 

2: 
. Conservatio 11 

~~-
i 

Creative· 31 
. destruction I 

1~ , 
.:.: .. ::,:::, ,;':::::::::::::::::::;;:,:::,: :,::,::::,'::~;::::::::: :::.:,::;111. 

Figure 1. The four ecosystem functions and their relationship to. the amount of stored 

capital and the degree of connectedness. Thearrowheads indicate a renewal cycle. The 

distan>:e between arrowheads indicates speed, i.e., a short interval means slow change, a . 

long interval, rapid change (reproducedwithperniisslon from Holling (1992». 

Forest fires; however, may not be completely harmful to the forest landscape. For 

'example, frequent fires could help to maintain diversity of landscapes: shortretumfire 

cycle favor; vegetation with short life spans, and long return fire cycles allow forest 

species to developtowardsclim~ species assemblages determined by climate .and soil· 

.. conditions. Fire may increase nutrient availability for plants by direct addition of· 

nutrients in ash (Christensen 1987). 
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============":,,,,-=========.============,============== 

British Columbia _ " ,-' _ _. - , 
AVe1~B~ ::::Z:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::ecce::::::::::::: 

Yukon Territory· . ... . .. . 
Averna§. ::~~~~~:::::o:::,::-:::::::::':::::::,:::::::::~::::::::-:~::::::::::::::::::~::::::::::::::-::~::::::::::::::::::.::::':::::::,:~::: 

Alberta 
AvemB~ :::~:::::::::::;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::ecce::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::ecce:::'::::::: 

Northwest Territories -
Ave1~B~ :::::::::::::::::::::::~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::ecce::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::ij::: 

Saskatchewan . .' , 
Avef~§ ::::::::::_:::~:::::_:::::::::::::::_:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:~::::::::~:_:::~:::::~:~~.::::::~:::::::::::::,:::::::::: 

Mani'toba _ _ 
AVe{~~§ :::::::::::::-::::::::~:~::::::2_:::::o:::-::::::::::::::::~:::_:::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Ontario 
Ave{~B~ ::::::::::~::::::::::::::::{)::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Quebec . .. . 
Avef~~ ::::::::::::::::::?:::::~:::::::G::::::,:-:':::-::::::::~~::::::::::::::::::::::;:~::::::::::::::'::::::::::~:::~:~:::::::::~:::: 

o 500 . 1000 1500 2000 2500 

Hectares (x 1000) 

Figure2. A comparison of number of fires in 1995 with the last 10 year's average values 

in six provinces and two territories of Canada, using data from the Forest Fire Research· 

Group (CanadianForest Service 1995). (1995 data are up to September 21.)' 

- " '" -' " -

Forest fires may even be a n~ormal" cOI11pOnent offorest ecosystems ih the boreal 

region. Fires may be necessary to maintain ecosystem structure and function. For. 

example, serotinous species, such as jack pine (Pinus banksiana Lamb.), are adapted to 

frequent burning, Heat from fire causes their cones tO'open and release seed. 

The assessment of fire impact could be different under different spatial scales. For 

example, Figure 4 represents hypothetical fire maps for 11 landscape at three different 

spatial scales. The fire map on the right represents a large spatial scale composed of 20 by 

20 pixels, Among these.pixels, 26 are burned, which represents 6.5% of the total area of 

the landscape, This landscape was not burned severely. From. a small spatial scale .. 

(indicated at the middle), which is a part of the larger lanascape, however, the selected 

area was severely burned because 75% of the. total area was burned, Furthermore, if each 

pixel is assumed to represent a forest stand (showed on the left side), then it is either. not 
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burned or burned completely: Thus, the fire's impact on a stand could be either none or 

extremely large, 

============================================--= 

British -Columbia 
. Ave{~B§ ::::::;.:::::~:::::;:::::::::::::~:::::::.~:::::::::-:~::::::::::o:::::~:::::~:::::::::::::::_:::::::::::::~:::::::::::::,:::~::~ 
Yukon Territory . ..... " .• .' 

Ave{§B~ :::8:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::-::::::::::::::::::::::::::ecce::::::::::::: 

Al~:r~g :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::e:::~:::::::::::::::::::ecce::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::ecce::::::::::: 
Northwest Territortes 

AvernB~ ::::::e::::~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::ecce::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Saskatchewan . , 

AvernB~ ::::::::::::::::::::::o::::::~:::::::::::::::::::::::::ecce::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::ecce::::::::::: 
Manitoba 

AvernB~ :::::::::::::::::::::~:::O:::::::::::::::::::::::,:::::ecce::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::ecce:::::::::::: 
Ontario 
AvernB~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:::::::::::::::::::o:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Quebec," 
AvernB~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~::::::::::::::;;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::ecce:::::::::: 

500 1000 , 1500 2000 2500 

Figure 3; A comparison of area burned in 1995 with the, last 10 year's average values .in 

six provinces and two territories of Canada, using the data from the ForestFire Research 

Group (Canadian Forest Service 1995), (1995 data are up to September 21.) 

. In spite of the dual roles of fire, the important thing in implementing Ontario's 

current forest policy, is to find out the potential consequences offireevents occurring at 

different stages offorest succession, anddeterrnine how forest ecosystems recover from 

disruptions of their successional processes, In thefoIIowing sections,we discuss ways to 

. describe a fire regime, why a new fire model has been developed, and how a natural fue 

regime could be simulated, 
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===================::=======,===============;============= 

Stand-Level Small-Sc.ale Lat ge-Scale 

Figure 4. Hypotheticalfire maps for a landscape at three different spatial scales. 

======================....:...-.---=====_....:...======::::;:;============== 

. 3. FIRE REGIME 

Fire regime differs from fire behavior in temporalscale. Fire regimeusually refers 

to a "system" that can be described"by a mUllberof characteristics over along period, . 

such as a few decades or even centuries. The. descriptions of fire regimes in both time and 
- . '( 

space are calledpattems of fire disturbance. Fire behavior usually refers to fire intensity 

and how fires are ignited and spread in a short period, such as days or hours, even 

minutes or seconds. These are typically expre~sedinfire behavior IIlodeis. . 

A change in fire regime is a function ofciimate. In a study offire scars from giant 

sequoia, Sequoiadendrongigarzteum(Lindley) Buchholz, Swetnam (1993) foundthatthe 

frequency of long-term fire occurrence atthe regional· level was mainly. determined by· . 

climatic conditions. During a warm period from about A.D. 1 000 to 1300,frequents~all 
fires occurred; and during cooler periods fr()m abo.ut A.D. 500 to. 1 000 arid after A.D: 

1300, less frequent but more widespread fires occurred. Thisshows how currenLfire 

regimes could be changed by projected global climate change. 
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3.LNatural fire regimes 

More attention should be paid to natural fire regimes in the boreal forest region, 

because lightning-caused (a natural. source of forest fires) 'fires played' a more important 

'. roie in boreal forests than in otherforests,e.g., in United States. In Canada in 1995, 42% 

ofthetotal number offires were caused by lightning, or 85% of the total area burned (see 
- - - - . 

Figure 5). In the US, lightning,caused fires are more important in the north than the' 

south. During the period from 1917 to 1966, for example, lightning accounted [or64% of 

fires in the Rocky Mountain Group (12 States), 31 % in the Pacific Group (five States), 

and one to two % in the rest of the US (Brown and Davis 1973) (see Figure 6) .. 

================================--==========~===========--======== 

People 

Number of Fires Area Burned 

Figure 5. The percentages oflightning and human activities caused forest fires in I 995iri 

Canada, according to data from the Forest Fire Research Group (Canadian Forest Service 

1995). (1995's data are up to September 21.) 

The relative importance oflightning-caused fires in the Canadian boreal forest 

region, however, does not necessarily indicate a natural fire regime. The fire regime 

observed in the region may be closer to a natural fire regime than that in other regions, 

because it excludes many fires caused by anthropogenic .factors. 

Natural fire regimes occurred before European Settlement when most fires were'·' 

. caused by lightning strikes. At that time, forests could have been continuously going. 

through the succession processes described in the previous section: the patches created by 

fires provided space for natural regeneration including seed germination, survival, 
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seedling, and then species competition processes. Eventually, the species most adapted to 

the patches would .become the dominant species and remain until. it dies or a disturbanc~ 

occurs. 

~tning 
V 

United States Rocky Mountain Group (12 States) Pacific Group (5 States) 

.....,..="d"'! Lightning 
0· ... · 
\Jlightmng ... . 

.·~L:h.· Fl'cY ·Ig tmng . 

North Central Group (BStates) . EastemGroup (12 States) . Southern Group( 13 States) 

Figure 6. The percentages of lightning and human activities caused forest fires during the 

period of 1917-1966 in the Un.ited States (Brown andD&vis 1973). 

Natural disturbances (fire,inseets, disease, windstorm, etc.), however, may hit 

these patches at any time during their slowconserv&tion process, and restart the . 

succession cycle. Fires can alter forest landscape struCture immediately and change the 

fire probability&cross the landscape, 

The fire probability of a forest stand, or its flanunabiJity,is a difficult concept to 

define. It is influenced by maIlY factors related to the. quantity and quality of existing fuel, . 
. , - - , . 

and by the fact that not many field datasets could be used to evaluate the quantitative 

relationships between this probability and foreststatus. For our purposes,fIre probability 

is defined in a relative sense as the prooability that one. forest stand bums more readily 

and with greater intensity than another within the same landscape. 
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The differences in changing pattern of fire probability across a landscape depend 

on the temporal scale ofthe investigation. In fire behavior models, the fire probabilityis 

mainly detennined by fuel quality-related factors such as moisture content near the 

surface and the amount of precipitation. In models of long'tenn fire dynamics, however, 

fire probability is detennined by both fuel quantity and quality-related factors. With 

increasing stand age, the increased fire probability may be caused by the amount offuel 

accumulated and structural changes of trees such as branching patterns that ·carry fire 

. from the ground to the canopy (Rundel 1981, Papio and Trabaud 1991). 

The resulting structure of the landscape would detennine the numbers and 

locations of fire ignitions'and even the extents of spread processes, thus influencing the 

fire disturbances in the years following. For example, newly burned stands will less likely 

be re-burned the following year than non-burned stands, simply becauselhe amount of 

fuel is reduced. Less intensive or small fires will consume a small amount offueI, and the 

total amount offuel within the landscape will increase continuously, until an intensive or 

large fire occurs. An intensive or large fire will consume a large amount of fuel 

. accumulated within the lan~scape, and thus greatly reduce the probability of any large 

fires reoccurring within the landscape in following years. In other words, the 

unavailability of fuel results in a smaller probability of ignition aI\d spread. Thus, the fire . 

probability map will change after every fire event. . 

Thus, a fire regime emerges that consists ofalarge number of smaIl fires and few 

very large fires. This is what is perceived as patterns of fire regimes. A natural fire regime 

.. simulation should be able to generate such scenarios. 

3.2. Description of fire regime 

To simulate natural fire regimes, first detennine .the appropriate descriptors of a 

fire regime. In thedevelopment of ON-FIRE, we proposed that a combinationoffire 

return interval and size distribution should be used to describe a fire regime and validate 

the model. 

There are two common questions that resource and fire managers have about a fire 

regime: (I) how often fires would happen in a particular study area;.and(2) how severe 

• The word "ignition" is used in our study in reference to a small area afforest being burned. Defined in 
-th)s way, its usage will be consistent with the historical-fire records in Ontario's Fire Management Branch 
(not less than 0.1 hal. . 
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(including frequency and intensity) those fires would be. To .answer. these questions, fire .. 

researchers have been using technologies and data collected from other disciplines, e.g., 

fire scars and sediment records (MacDonald et al. 1991), to cOniplementlacking 

historical fire data. 

Fire return interval could be used to address the first question. It can be defined as 

the time required to burn an area that equalsthe whole study area. Fire frequency, another 

often used descriptor, is the reciprocal of fire return intervaL Either fire return interval or 

fire frequency may provide information about the historical fire occurrence situation for a 

given study area. 

Fire return interval can also partiallyaddress the second question. For example, if 

fires are severe and bum large areas, then the calculated mean fire return interval will be 

shorter than when fires are not severe. Therefore, this measurement of fire regime has 

long been used in describing a fire regime. However, the measurej11ent does not provide 

information about the proportions oflarge and small fires, and cannot describe a fire 

regime in a unique way. Consequently, d.ifficulties wiilappear when resource managers 
. - I. 

try to mimic natural fire regimes using the mean fire return interval.. 

. Below, we present a simple numerical example to explain why the mean fire 

return interval will provide only very little information to resource managers deciding 

how large an area of forest should be harvested at one time. Let's calculate the mean fire 

. return interval for four different scenarios: (1) five % of a landscape burned everyyear; . 

(2) 10% of the same landscape burned every the other year; (3) 20%ofthe same 

landscape burned every foUr years; and (4)' 40% of the same landscapebllffied every eight . 

years. Unsurprisingly, the mean fire return intervals.are thesame-~ 20 years: for all of the 

four scenarios. That is tb say,. a single mean fire return interval v~lue could result from 

many different scenarios. What this simple example tells us is that if a fire regime is only 

described by the mean fire ;eturn interval, or fire frequency, then the impact of the fire 

regime on the landscape cannot be adequately evaluated, except assuming similar 

landscape structures would result from the four scenarios. 

To avoid such confusion, a description of fire sizes has to be introduced. Fire size' 

distribution has usually been assumed as a negative exponentialin many fire models, .. 

although the sources are not clear (Baker 1989). The distribution can successfully" account 

for the large number of small fires, but cannot predict the few large fires. We collected a 

number of datasets of historical fi.re occurrences to see what the patterns of fire size 
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distributions would be, and found a consistent discontinuous pattern formost of the . 

datasets(Figure 7). 
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Figure 7. Discontinuous fire size distributions from various historical fire data: Ca) 

historical fire records(>200 hay from Ontario (1921 c 1992) (unpublished data); (b) • 

historicalfir~s in BoundaryWatersCanoeArea of Minnesota (Heinselman 1973); and (c) 

. fire sizes in West Siberia (1700-1956) (Al}tonovski et at. 1992). 
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The discontinuous pattern offire size distribution is .not a new phenomena. The 

only reason it has not been thus described.in the literature is that historically a different 

method of calculating fire size distribution was used. Some fire researchers, for example, 

grouped fire records by uneven size class interval. This usually results in a continuous 

pattern of fire size distribution; and thus satisfies the theoretical assumption of negative 

exponential fire size distribution. When even size class interval -- the most common . 

method for calculating size distribution in statistics -- was· applied to historical fire data, 

the discontinuous pattern appeared. 

We are not criticizing the use of uneven size class interval for describing fire size 

distribution in order to meet the theoreticalfiie size distribution assumption, but are 

proposing an alternative way of looking at the problem. We think the even interval 
.' . 

method describes. a fire regime in a more unique way than the uneven interval method .. 

For generating a negative exponential fIre size distribution, a much wider range of large 

fires may have to be grouped into one size class, to compare with the ranges of small. 

fires. For example, the' size classes used in characterizing Ontario's fire size distribution 

were usually: 0.1, 0.2~4, 4-40, 41~200,201-1,000, 1,001-10,000, and >10,000 ha(Ward 

and Tichecott 1993). The range of the largest size class is much wider than that of the 

smallest size class.His not easy to evaluate the impact ofa fire falling into this size class 

on a landscape, unless we assume a fire of 10,000 haand another of32Q,000ha (the 

largest fire in Ontario, see Figure 7a) have similar impacts on a landscape. In summary, 

the even interval method describes a fire's impact on a landscape more precisely than the 

uneven interval method. 

To apply fire size distribution,theissue of how to determine the appropriate 

number of the size classes has to be addressed, If the. number of size cla.sses is very large, 

then the size distribution will likely show some discontinuity; butifonlytwo size classes 

apply, then it is impossible to identify any discontinuity. The question becomes: how 

many size classes are appropriate for historical fire records? From the vieWpoint of 

statistics (Venables and Ripley 1994), the number of size classes co~ld be determined by 

sample size. For a dataset with a normal distribution, this relationship could be expressed' 

as Sturges' rule. For a noncnormally distributed diitasetwith the same sample size, the 

number of size classes should be a couple more than what is expressed by Sturges' rule, 

as indicated by Doane's rule (Venables and Ripley 1994). 

The problem of determining appropriate number of size classes also existed when 

the uneven interval method Was used to characterize fire size distribution. Another 
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problem to be addressed is how to.detennine the appropriate boundaries for each of the 

size classes; The fire size distribution will change with different boundaries, although 

there may not be any size classes missing between the small and large fires. The 

boundaries of uneven interval size classesinihe literature might be randomly detennined, 

since there is.no appropriate statistical theory for generatIng a size distribution using the 

uneven interval method. 

4. WHY A NEW MODEL? 

Why are we developing a new model when so many fire models already exist in· . 

the literature? This question Can be answered by a review.ofexisting fire models;·. 

comparing· a number of m6del· characteristics, including the spatial and temporal scales 

that the models focusedori;. the questions that the models addressed; al1.d theassumptions 

that the models used. 

For the purposes of our study, an appropriate model should be able to:. 

(1) simulatelongctermdynamics at the landscape scale with temporal resolution ofa 

fire season and spatial resolution of one ha; 

(2) incorpo~ate the impacts of both age (i.e., fuel accumulation) and weather (i.e., . 

fuel quality); 

(3) incorporate impacts from other factors including fuel type, topography, and soil 

moisture; 

(4) lInkto GIS databases;. 

(5) produce simulated fire regimes that are consistent, in tenns of frequency and. size 

distribution, with observations made in Ontario; 

(6) simulate irregular final fire shapes; 

(7) simulate the processes of spatial pattern fonnation and dissolution; 

(8) produce simulation results that show a pseudo-cyclic pattern in temporal 

dynamics of pattern indices; 

(9) generate relative fire hazard maps' within user-defined temporal frameworks, for 

assisting management decision-making. 

"A relative fire· hazard map shows the relative probability ofb~rning across the landscape. The map will 
provide a new diIlle:nsion fot a!,sisting resource and fire managers in decjsion-niaking processes. Areas, 
with high probability of being burned will not necessarily be the main targets ofailyfire suppression 
actions. 
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We can classif)rexisting models of fire dynamics as short.-term or long-terril, and 

as spatial or non-spatial: A long-term 1110del simulatesfire.dynamios overtens or 

hundreds of years, whereas a short cterm model· simulates the changes in forest pattern 

during one fire season (year): A spatial model simulatesthe interactibnsbetween adjacent 

landscape units, whereas a non-spatial model.does not account explicitly for these .. 

interactions; here, "interaction" means primarily that the fire spreads across aforested 

landscape. In TableT, we grouped modelsiilto.four categories according to these spatial 

and temporal criteria. Our discussion of each group is driven by its relevance to our 

objectives. Therefore, we pay relatively little attention to the short-term models and focus 

mainly on the long-term ones. 

=====================~~=-~=====~-~==============-~============== 

Table 1. Categories offorestfiremodels. 

Non" 
spatial 

Spatial 

Short-term 

Fire behaviour models: 
Rothermel (1972) 
Albini and Stocks (1986) 
Weber (1991) 

Fire spread models: 
. Turner et al. (1989) 
Turner and Gardner (1991) . 
Hargrove et al. (1995) 
Vasconcelos and Guertin { 1992) 

Long-term 

Markovian models: 
Shugart et al. (1973) 
Kessell (1979) 
Hall et al. (1991) 

Fire frequency models: . 
VanWagner (1978) . 
Johnson and Van Wagiler(1985) 
Masters (1990) .. 
Johnson.andLarsen (1991) 
Johnson (1992) 

Gap models: 
Kercher ahd Axelrod (1984) 
Keane .et ai. (19&9) 
Prenticeet al. (1993) 

Antonovski et al: (1992) 
Baker (1992) 
Peterson (1995) 
Green (1989) 
Ratz (1995) 
Boychuk et al. (1995, in press) 
Li and Apps (1995, 1996) 

=--==--==========~-============~--=============================== 
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4.1. Short-term, non-spatial 

Models in this group are related to fire ignition and spread in a particular 

environment. Well-known fire behavior models belong to this group. 

Fire .behavior models' focus. on surface fires and predict rate of fire spread and 

· intensity for various fuel types and terrain. The rate of spread is a function ()f weather for. 

a given fuel type and terrain. Rothermel's (1972,1983) fire behavior model has been: 

widely used for constructing other fire models, such as the Fire Danger Rating System at 

· the national level and FlREMAP atregional to IQcallevels. 

Rothermel's (1983) model requires injJut information about fuel type, fuer 

· moisture, wind speed, winddirection and slope. The output of the model is a single value 

that represents the rate of spread of the flame front for surface fires in homogeneous 

conditions: The calculations' of fuel type influence are chosen from '13 . standard fuel 

models that represent most of the situaiions likely to be found in the United States. The 

slope is fixed for a particular site. The variation in the rate of spread largely depends on 

the weather, which determines fuel moisture and the speed and direction of wind. 

Obviously, the accuracy of the prediction relies heavily on a precise weather forecast 

. . 

Fire behavior models simulate the combustion process based on.physical and 

chemical principles (Rothermel 1972, Albini and. Stocks 1986, Weber 1991). Such 

models are useful in fire suppression efforts, buttheir application is usually limited to 

· short time periods. 

4.2. Short-term, spatial 

Models in this group simulate how a fire spreads over a landscape. The majority 

'ofthe models are "grid-cell" models that simulate a landscape as a grid of cells of equal·' 

size. The fire-spread algorithms differ in several aspects: (I) fire spread to an adjacent 

cell is "randomly" generated using a set of probabilities or is calculated using current 

wt;ather data; (2)fire shape is predefined or simulated randomly;(3) the simulated 

landscape is assumed tobe homogeneous or not. A simplified analogofthesefire~sptead 

algorithms is used' in some long-term models (i. e., EMB YR); but the application is 

questionable because of the high requirementsforinputdata (primarily weather data). 
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Short-tenn spatial fire models are typical of disturbance models found in the 

landscape ecology literature: These models are developed based on the methodology used 

in theoretical percolation studies to investigate how landscape heterogeneity will 

influence the spread ofadisturbance. The goal ofihe investigation is to filld a critical 

value of probability, under which a disturbance cannot spread from one edge to another, 

and above which a disturbance starting from any point spreads across the landscape 

(O'Neill et at. 1992, Turner and Gardner 1991). These studies are based ona much 

simplified landscape scenario that consists of cells that are eithersensitive or non- . 

sensitive to disturbances. These models are not specific to fire, but include all kiildsof 
. . - - . 

contagious disturbances. Results obtained from such studies arehighly theoretical,and 

might not be realistic. 

4.2.1. EMBRY 

The methodology used in disturbance models oflandscape ecology has been 

modified to simulate the causes and consequences of large-scale fires, like those that' 

burned in the Great Yellowstone National Park during 1988, in models likeEMBYR(an 

Ecological Model for Burning the Yellowstone Region) (Hargroveet aI., unpUblished 

manuscript). The major modifications inEMBYRarethe ability to link toa GIS database 

and improvement in the fire spread algorithm. The algorithm assumes fire can spread to 

all its neighboring cells including those sharing a COmmon edge and those sharing a 

common corner, instead of the assumption that fire can only spread to cells sharing a 

common edge. The fire spread probability is summarized ina lookcup table and t;!ach . 

elementin the table is a function of successional stage (forest age). 

The modelling approach used in EMBYR was similar to. other short~tenn spatial 

fire models, such as FlREMAP described below. However; it is also used inJong"tenn 

simulations for investigating the reJationships among global change, disturpance, and . 

landscape (Gardner et aI., unpublished manuscript). 

4.2.2. FIREMAP 

The direction for developingshort-tenn spatial fire models issimilar -- trying to 

incorporate as much detail as possible offire spread processes, such as fuel type, fuel 

consumption, and weather. We use FlREMAP as an example of such models 

(Vasconcelos and Guertin 1992). 
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FIREMAP is a cOlllbination of the fire spread algorithm of the BEHAVE system 

and a raster-based GIS -- the Map Analysis Package. A friction surface is calculated first 

in FIREMAP. The friction is defined as the time it takes the fire front to consume a cell 

and is computed by dividing a cell's length by the fire's rate of spread. Once a fire source . 

point is defined, FIREMAP can calculate fire spread according to the number of time 

units the fire takes to consume each of the cells under the given conditions. The time 

. units associated with each cell are recalculated for changes in weather. 

FIREMAP is designed to simulate fire dynamics during a very short period .. 

Required weather data input are high in temporal resolution. In the example that 

Vasconcelo~ and Guertin (I 992) give, the input offuel moisture and wind direction and 

speed need to be updated hOUrly. In.five time. steps,FIREMAP simulated a final fire 

shape similar to a real fire that occurred between June 10-14, 1988 in Ivins Canyon in the 

Fort Apache Indian Reservation of east-central Arizona. 

FIREMAP. is apparently designed to be used by fire managers at an operational 

level. However, the lack.ofsuch high resolution weather forecasts may limit the accuracy 

of the simulation. Another questionable point is the prediction of fire source point -

effective technology that can provide the exact fire source point before afire occurs is . 

stilI unavailable. These limitations could apply to all the short-term fire behavior models, 

. and leave unanswered the question of the ability to predict exact time and locations of fire 

ignition and hence the exact final fire shapes and sizes. 

4.3. Long-term, non-spatial 

Models in this category simulate the long-term fire dynamics of a single or 

multiple forest patches. The lack of interaction betWeen patches makes these seemingly 

different models similar frdm our point of view . Indeed, simUlating "multiple-patch" 

landscape dynamics with a non-spatial model is equivalentto applying the model 

separately to each patch inthe landscape. The model'sparameters may depend on the 

type of patch and its initial state, but simulation of the dynamics of one patch is not 

affected by anychangesin the state of an adjacent patch. 

Long-term noncspatialmodels can be divided into three subgroups, each with its 

own specific features. The first subgroup includes Markovian models (Shugart et al. 

1973, Kessell 1979, Hallet ale 1991). These are "gridccell" models that simulate the 

dynamics of each cell with a matrix of probabilities for the transitions from one state to 
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another. Both the initial state of a landscape and the transition matrix account for the 

spatial variability in cell types (such as vegetation type, fuel load, slope, etc.); for this 

reason, some authors refer to thesernodels as spatial models. This approach probably 

originated with a model presented by Shugartet a!. (1973); this model did not simulate 

the transitions corresponding to the burning of a cell, but had allthe key features that 

distinguish Markovian models. 

The second subgroup is the largest one and contains models that use the "fire

frequency" approach. This approach was introduced by V an Wagner (1978) and was 

further developed and applied in numerous studies on fire frequeilcydistributions 

(Johnson and Van Wagner 1985, Masters 1990; JohnsonandLarsen 1991). In these 

models, the frequency distribution for the interval between fires is described using either 

negative exponential or Weibull distributions. The models are effective in analyses of 

changes in fire frequencies induced by climatic change. 

Thethird subgroup includes so-called gap models (Kercher and Axelrod 1984, 

Keane et a!. 1989); these individual tree-based models simulate the long-term dynamics 

of a small forest patch (usually 1112 ha). Gap models are mainly applied to simulate 

successional changes (species composition arid.replacement)imder various climatic 

scenarios. 

, , '. 

Gap models have been widely used in the study offorest succession. Thy research 

goal of gap models is to simulate forest succession through species competition ala small 

spatial scale -- usually about 1110 to 1112 ha. Mostgapmodelsare called conventional 

forest gap models,. which are the variations of the JABOW A model (Botkin et al: 1972). 

Non-conventional forest gap models are those not derived from JABOW A. 

Gap models aim to simulate forest growth through individualtreescompetingJor 

resources such as light, after a mature tree dies and leave space for smaUtrees to grow. 

The spatial scale of gap models is generally consistent with the size ofthe space after a 

mature tree dies. Fast growing species tends to dominant the gap first, but long-lived 

species will eventually dominate. Weather changes will determinelhe rates of growth and 

survival of the tree species and result in different.succession processes. The differences . 

between conventional and non-conventional gap models are in the ways they simulate 

growth and competition among individual trees .. 
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DistUrbance (inCluding forest-fires) impacts on gap dynamics are usually 

expressed as a function of the gap's age (time since last disturbance), Le., the older the 

. gap, the higher the probability of being disturbed. Once the disturbance happens, all the 

... trees will die and gap dynamics will start again. 

The landscape version of the gap model is non-spatial, because they assume that 

forest dynamics on a landscape can be adequately represented by aggregating a large . 

. . number of independent samples of small gap dynamics. In other words, each of the fire' . 

disturbances will only destroy the forest-within one gap, and no propagationwill be 

considered. FORSKA2 (Prentice et al. 1993) can serve as an example of the landscape 

'. version of a gap~odel. The modelaggregates the dynamics in 100 gaps that are 

independent of each 6ther; to representthe dynamicsofthe landscape. Each gap is 

. subjected to disturbances accordingtoa Weibullfunction linked to age. 

Despite differences in approach, the common feature of these three subgroups of .' 

models is the lack of any spatial interaction between!andscapepatches, Consequently, 

these models correctly describe long-term average landscape patterns under certain 

conditions as well as trends in these patterns caused by macro-scale processes such as . 

• . Climatic change, but do not capture spatial variation in the patterns. This Can be illustrated 

'. as.follows: the application of a typical long-term non-spatialmodel to an individi.uil patch 

.. produces a stable probability distribution for the patch's age or state; here,istable" means. 

that the distribution does not change with time. When applied to a )'multi-patch" 

landscape, this stable distribution transforms into a stable landscape age structure, which 
" '.' . 

can be understood as the share of the area occupied by forest of given age; the age of a 

patch is the time since the Jast catastrophic fire. It is obvious, that in order to be st~ble, 
. the age structure should have a monotonically decreasing shape. Although this shape has 

been observed in the age structure of some areas (Yarie 1981), it is inconsistent with the 

irregular occurrence of major fires reported in many studies of long-term forest fire. 

history (Heinselman 1973, Tande 1979, Antonovski et al. 1992): a major fire inevitably 

distorts the monotonically decreasing shape of the age structure. 

4.4.Long-term, spatial 

Models in this group simulate long-term fire dynamics by accounting expliCitly . " , 

for spatial interactions between landscape patches. These models meet the expected . 

spatial and temporal scales of our studY. All models that we are aware of are "grid-cell" 
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models, with the dynamics of an individual cell related to its neighbor cells through fire .. 

spread processes (e.g., Green 1989; Antonovski et al: 1992; Baker 1992; Ratz 1995; 

Peterson 1995; Li and Apps 1995, 1996; Boychuk et al. 1995, in press). Any of these 

models, however, can only partially meet our expectations. Here we summarize two 

models as examples oflong-term spatial fire models: FORLAND (Ant.on.ovski lit al. . 

1992) and DISPATCH (Baker et al. 1991). 

4.4.1. FORLAND 

Although the fire model for boreal forests in western Siberia was finally published 

in a book chapter in 1992, the structure of the model was published in an internal w.orking 

paper at the IIASA (International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis) in 1987. The . 

model was named FORLAND (FORest LANDscape) in research papers published in 

Russian, however, the name has not been used in papers published in English yet. The 

model simulates a forest territory as a grid of cells. Each cell is characterized by its age 

(successional stage). The fire source fcireach cell is assumed equal during a single fire 
. . 

season. The probability of fire maturity of a particular .cell will determine whether a forest 

fire would be ignited in that cell. This probability is a function of the cell's successio~al··· 
stage and weather, which includes seasonal temperature, maximum seasonal period 

between two successive rains, and seasonal precipitation. Once a fire is ignited, it will 

propagate to its neighbor cells, according to another set of probabilities -- called fire 

spread probability; The fire spread probability is a function of successional stage. The 

values of fire spread probability and fire source probability are determined by the best fit 

of observed percentage of area burned per year and the results from numerous computer 

experimental runs. 

The model was applied t.o a forested area (165,000 ha) on Kas-Eniseyskaya plain 

in western Siberia. The study area was simulated by a grid of 25 by 25 equal sized cells. 

Each cell represents a forest size of 264 ha. A yearly time step was used in the m.odel. 

Within a time step, the program checks every cell to see if it is a fire s.ource. If it is, then. 

the probability of fire maturity .of that cellwill determine whether a fire will ignite. Once 

a fire ignites, it may spread to adjacent cells according t.o the probability of fi~e spread of 

the burning cell. There was no pre-determined fire size to limit fire spread, so final fire 

size will be determined by the cell-age ( Dr successional stage) m.osaic.of the landscape. In 

other words, the fire would spread continuously until stopped by low fire spread 

probability in all adjacent cells. The simulation results showed a bimodal shape 
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distribution of area burned per year, ~hich corresponds to a fire regime consisting of 

many small fire-years and fewirregular large fire-years. 

, The unique feature of FORLAND is that the' simulated fire regime is not 

. prescribed by the users, but generated by the interaction between fire events , and the celie 

age mosaic of the landscape. This modelling approach emphasizes the interactions among' 

system components, and investigates system dynamics.from an evolutionary perspective. 

However, FORLAND was unableto output data on landscape structure and was unable to . 

link to a GIS database. These weaknesses greatly limited further development of tlie 

model and its potential applications. Consequently, the model was generally used in . 

theoretical research. 

4.4.2. DISPATCH 

DISPATCH (DISturbance PATCH) was develojJed for studying theeffectsof 

climatic change on the landscape's structure when subjecttoJarge disturbances (originally 

oriented to floods and later modified for fires). The model is acombinatio.n of several . 

. existing software packages and some additionallocidly written code. 

. The model consists of five major components: (I) the climatic regime: a 

probabilistic way to model the occurrence ofa variety of weather on a seasonal time 

. scale; (2) the disturbance regime: a negative exponential distribution of disturbance size; . 

(3) GIS map layers including vegetation type, patch age, elevation, slope, and asjJect; (4) 
.' -, -, -. 

a.disturbance probability map that is a user defined combination fr!Jm the five map layers; 

and (5) a s.tructure analysis program that outputs quantitative indices and measuresofthe 

landscape. 

A landscape was simulated as a grid of 200 by 200 cells. Each cell has a randomly 

determined age between 0 and 250 years old as the initial landscape structure. The model 

simulates weekly changes in the landscape: If the simulated week is within a disturbance 

period, then the model checks to see whether antecedent conditions favor a disturbance. If 

they do, then a disturbance size distribution will be generated from one of the four 

negative exponentialdisttibutions, which correspond to the fouiseasons. A disturbance 

probability map will then be calculated. The location of a disturbance isdeterrnined by . 

. >eitlier the cell with the highest .disturbance probability, or raiIdomly chosen among cells .' . 

. containing disturbance probabilities above some user-defined minimum v<\lue.Following 

a disturbance ignition, the disturbance may spread to one of the eight neighboring cells, 
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which has the highest disturbance probability, or to a randomly chosen neighbor that has 

a disturbance probability above some user-defined minimum value. The algorithm will 

continue until either the potential disturbance size is reached, or there are no neighboring 

cells with the.minimum probability of being disturbed. 

l)lSPATCH is a GIS model. It runs within a raster-based GIS package -- GRASS. 

I! is able to link to a real GIS database, but lacks the explicit functions and verification of 

FORLAND (Baker 1995). It can simulate the impact of a user-defined fire regime on 

landscape dynamics, but is unable to generate a natural fire regime as. FORLAND did. 

4.4.3. Manitoba model 

The Manitoba fire model (Peterson 1995) was a theoretical model based on highly 

abstract situations from the boreal forests of Manitoba, Canada. The Manitoba model was 

developed within a cross~scale theoretical framework for testing two hypotheses. The first 

hypothesis is called the interaction hypothesis ~- fire produces and is influenced by forest 

pattern. ThIs hypothesis was supported by the simulation results. The second hypothesis 

is called the lump hypothesis, i.e., the interactionofforest and fire processes produces 

spatial and temporal discontinuities in forest landscapes. I! was weakly supported by the 

simulation results. 

The methodology used in constructing the Manitoba fire model was similar to that 

in percolation studies. The model assumes that a fire is able to spread to all neighboring 

cells with a probability that is a function of cell age. A fixed number of ignitions is 

assumed, and the final sizes ofthe fires are determined by the cell-age-mosaic. of the 

hypothetical forest landscape. The model was not desigried for linking toa GIS database, 

and was solely for simulatingage~dependent fire disturbances. 

The idea behind the Manitoba. model is that fire processes are fully determined by 

the amount offuel accumulated across forest landscapes. 

4.4.4. Other models 

In other long-term spatial fire models, Green (1989) examined the potential' 

consequences of species competition in a tropical forest with a model that accounted for 

fire occurrence and seed dispersal. The study showedttl<lt a random initial spatial pattern 

converges on various patterns as a result ora series of firedisturbances. A model by Ratz 
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(1995) simulated a spatial pattern of successional stages under two scenarios: constant 

and age-dependent flammabilities. A model by Li and Apps (1995, 1996) simulated fire 

disturbance using stand age-related ignition, while the spreadwas detennined by the 

distance from a disturbance center. The study demonstrated that errors in simulating 

forest biomass may be caused by neglecting cell interactions. Finally, a theoretical model, 

FLAP-X, was developed for investigating the effects of1ong~tenn fire dynamics on forest 

age distribution (Boychuketa7. 1995,inpress). 

Some of the assumptions usedin these models seem too simplistic, e.g.; the 

assumption ofa fixed final shape for an individual 'fire in the models by Green (1989) and 

Boychuketal. (1995, in press), and the user-defined shape in Baker's (1992) mO,del. The 

fixed elliptical or ci;cular final fire shape assumption does not explain some observations. 

For,example, the mosaic of forest pattern may result in only about a third of the 

vegetation burning within the perimeter of a large fire. For the 1987 Deadwood Fire in 

, the BOise National Forest, 16% burned at high intensity; 18% at moderate intensity; and 

the remaining 66% either burned at low intensity or did not bum at all (Fllller 1991): This 

kind of observati()n suggests that fire models using the fixed elliptical fire shape 

assumption may overestimate total burned area up to one third: However, this does not 

" negate the major advantage of these models, i. e., their ability to simulate spatial' 

variations in fire regime andlor landscape patterns. 

4.5. General comments on existing fire models 

Each of the existing fire models was develop"dfor its own purpose, and may not 
" 

be inclusive or suitable for other research goals. The following general comments pertain 

, "only to the criteria for choosing a model for our present research objectives only. 

Short -tenn non-spatial models try to detennine the rate of spread from details in ' 

physical and chemical processes of combustion. The questions addressed by thes(: models 

are mostly detenninistic and static, e.g., what is rate of spread UIlder a set of given 

weather andfuef conditions. 

Short "tenn spatial models try to simulate a particular fire event under a set of 

given conditions. For theoretical purposes, firemodelsbelonging to thisgtoup could 

usually provide useful insight on how a fire event would behave. For practical purposes, 

fire models belonging to this group usually demand highly accurate weather data. Since 

such data would most likely be available after the fire event, the major function ofthese 
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models would be to provide explanations of why the fire event behaved as it did. These 

models will be able to predict a fire event only when such highly accurate weather data. is 

available. 

Long-term non-spatial models are fundamentallybased on point-based random 

sampling theory. These models cannot incol]lorate the spatial correlation among 

disturbed sites. Li and Apps (1995, 1996) studied the consequences of spatial and non

spatial modelling approaches on forest dynamics, and found that the mean biomass 

simulated using a spatial modelling approach was significantly higher than that found 

using a non-spatial modelling approach. In the spatial modelling approach, fire 

propagation was simulated bya distance-dependent function. Thenon-spatial model 

assumes fire does not propagate like in the landscape version of gap models. The 

different simulation results suggest that spatial correlation among disturbed stands may 

play an important role in simulating long~term dynamics of fire andforest landscapes. 

The long-term non-spatial models, therefore, are usually not adequate for addressing 

questions related to those disturbances with spread property. 

The temporal and spatial scales oflongcterm spatial fire models are consistent 

with our research objectives. However, none of the existing models were able to meet all . . 

of our expectations. For example, Green's (1989), Baker's (1992), Peterson's (1995), and 

Boychuk's et al. (1995, in press) models assume prescribed fire regimes such as fixed fire 

ignitions per fire season, fixed circular or elliptical final shapes, and negative exponential 

size distributions. These models Were designed to simulate built-in prescribed fire· 

regimes, not natural fire regimes. Most models were unable to link to any GIS database, . 

except Baker (1992). Therefore, they may not be suitable for predicting the forest patch 

mosaic patterns after fire disturbances and the changes of the mosaic patterns over time.' 

Fire models could be used for theoretical and/orpractical reasons. In theoretical 

research, a hypothetical landscape is usually assumed in the models. For practical 

pUl]loses, however, a fire model has to be able to.link to a spatial dataset such as a GIS. 

However, some fire models thaUink with aGIS dataset, .can also be used in theoretical 

studies. 

Results from this literature review and the description of a fire regime in the 

previous section, have indicated that none of the existing models could meet our research 

objectives and expected characteristics. A new fire model is needed to .simulate natural 

(not prescribed) fire regimes, which could be described by a combination offire return . 
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interval and discontinuous size. distribution, based on iealisticforestJandscape~ (i. e., witlI 

the ability to link to a GIS database). In the next section, we give a brief description of the 

model ON-FIRE, focusing on its structure and main assumptions. For technical details, 

· see Li et aL (1995} 

5. ON-FIRE MODEL·" 

ON -FIRE simulates the changing patterns of final tire sizes and shapes at the end .. 

of each fire season overalong~term period. Readers .should keep inmind that we are not . 

attempting to sirimlite fire behavior for every individual fire event. 

5.1. Model assumptions. 

Two kinds of assumptions were used in existing fire models based on different . 

understandings of fire processes: fire is a function of climate or weather, and fire isa· 

funCtion ofthe amount of fuel accumulated in the forest. The methodology used in . 

developing fire models.is partly depend(;lllt on the understandingdf fire processes and the 

spatial scaleconcerfied. 
- .' '..' '" - . ; - .. ' 

Researcht':rs who believe tire processes .are fundamentallydeterr1lined by the 

· amount of fuel accumulated across the landscape willlikely simulatefire ignition and . 

spread as afuncti()n of forest age, such as in Peterson's (1995) Manitoba fire. model. 

These researchers usually sirnplifY the complicated dynamics in local weather and pay 

m~re attention to the effects of baseline fire probability, which isa functionoffuel . 

quantity. They tried to fo¢us on fundamental processes that shape theJandscapestructure, .'. 

and to understand the long-term dynamics ofalandscape. The major weakness of these 

models is oversimplifYi~g the effects of other factors, such as fuelquality, that influence 

baseline fire probability .. 

Researche;s ~ho believe fire processes are ma.inlycontrolled by local weather . 

· will probably simulate fire igl1itionand spread as a function of fuel moisture content, . 

· such as in McAlpine's (pers. comm. 1995) m()del. These researchers usually try t~ apply' 

.short-tennnon-spatial fire models, reported in fire behavior studies, to landscapescale.· 

· The major difficulties involved in.theseapplications are. satisfying the demandforlocal' 

weather data at high temporal and spatial resolutions, and scaling cup srnallscaleresults t6 . 

· the landscape level (see King '199l,Shugart et at 1992, Li.and Apps1995):.. . 
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The role of climate and weather inthe occurrence of forest fires has been studied 

extensively by numerousauthois. Climate-related fire characteristics that are explicitly 

simulated by the model (fIre frequency and firesizedistributionj are mostimportant. 

An overview of the studies on the. relationship between .dimate and fire frequency 

was given by Johnson.(1992), who concluded that (1) fire frequencies aredimate

dependent, and (2) fire frequency is reasonably constant over periods of stable climate, 

with changes in fire frequency caused by changes in climatic conditions. Swetnam (1993) 

found an inverse relationship between fire frequency and fire size. Reinterpreted the 

increased fire size following periods of low fire frequency as a synchronization with fuel 

accumulation. Substituting age for fuel, one may rephrase the latter effect as a 
. . 

"synchronization" with forest age: large fires occur when contiguous areas (cells) become 

old as a result of insufficiently frequent small fires; such small fires burn only single 

cells, resulting in a mosaic of cells of different age rather than br<;>ad expanses of "even

aged" old forest. 

The relationship between seasonal weatl1er condition and fire size distribution is .. 

substantially less evident.. Flannigan imd Van W&gner.(1991) studied the relationship 

between the seasonal severity rating (SSR) (a component ofthe Canadian Forest Fire 

Weather Index System} and burned area for nine major divisions of Canada from 1953to 

1980. They found a very poor correlation, with Oto 34 % of the varilinceexplained. 

Harrington et al. (1983) obtained similar results using components other than SSR. These 

results suggest that the influences of climate and weather on fire dynamics are different; 

and seasonal weather condition may not be the only dominant factor determining fire 

dynamics. 

The relationship between climate and fire size may be approached using the 

observed fire size distributions: Figure 7a presents the fire size distribution for Ontario; 

this distribution uses data on fire size from 1921 to 1993 (Ontario Forest Research 

Institute, Forest Landscape Ecology Program, unpublished data). The presented fire size 

distribution has a discontinuous pattern, with the three peaks corresponding to small (2-

1,600 km2) .and large (2,400-2,600 km2 and 3,200-3,400 km2) fires. Fires were absent 

from the size classes 1,600 to 2,400 km2 and 2,600-3,200 km2. Similar discontinuous 

patterns can be observed for distributions of annual burned area in otherregions 

(Heinselman 1973, Tande 1979, Antonovski et al. 1992).· 
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If fire size were driven solely by a hypothetical climatic factor, the frequency 

· distribution ofthe climatic.Jactorbuilt over a long time would also have adiscontinuous 

shape; any "unimoda:lly" distributed factor would result in a fire size distribution with one 

peak. (Here we must say "hypothetical" since, as me~tioned above, the climatic factors 

studied so far cannot be used as predictors for fire size.) An explanati~n similar tothatof 

Swetnam (1993) seems to be more probable: Frequent small fires consume a certairipart 

of the fuel load within the landscape, but the total fuel load still accumulates gradually; 

the vulnerability of the forest landscape to large fires thus increases over time. 

Eventually, alarge fire occurs and consumes a large amount offuel, sigriificantly 

reducing the chance of the landscaJie being disturbed by another large fire for a while .. 

Consequently, small fires are more likely to occur than large fires. Thus, anygiyen 

· climatic· situation is sufficient for alarge fire only if the primary condition is met, i.e., the 

landscape has accumulated a certain leveLoffuel~ 

One more argument comes from the experience of one of the co-authors in 

developing FORLAND for western Siberia (Antonovskiet al. 1992). During this study, 

. all experiments with climate-driven probabilities of fire ignition failed to produce the. 
. . 

observed distribution pattern of annllal burned area ifthe probability of fire spread was 

· seUo zero (i.e., interaction between cells was ignored). On the otherhand, constant age

dependent probabilities of fire ignition and fire spread were sufficient to simulate the 

observed bimodal distribution pattern of burned area. 

To prioritize the relative importance of climate and spatial interaction, we. add 

processes to . the model in a stepwise manner. Testing the individual contribution made by 

each process allows us to separate those processes that significantly improve the model 

from those that do not. We have no intention of denying the effects of climatic factors on . 

fire regime, butwe do not overemphasize the effects. 

Fire, climate, and weather are external factors that influence forest dynamics, . 

including forest growth andregeneration. Ifthe forest dynamics under no fire and 

cOl1stantweather Can be called "normal", then changes in the external factors will be the 

. sources that initiate changes in the nOJTIlaIJorest dynamics. The impacts o:f these sources 

would be determined by the response oftheforest landscape.throughitsstructure (O'Neill 

et al. 1991). For a landscape with ahigher average fire probability, for eXarrlple, an 

ignited fire would likely bum a large area and dry-warm-wiridy weather would probably 
~ - " '. -, - - . 

increase the area burned. 
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If natur,al fire regimes yan be described by the processes explained in ihe Section ' 

3.1 and forest stand-age could serve as an approximation of fuel accumulation, then stand 

age-dependent functions would describe the fire probability across a landscape. Age- ' 

dependent fire probability is the major assumption employed in ON"FIRE. The idea 

behind this assumptionis that the processes offire ignition and spread are mainly 
" ' 

controlled by a variable that changes slowly -- amount of fuel accumulated across a 

landscape; 

The assumption is derived from a basic ecological theory that says the dynamics 

of a system are fundamentally controlled by its slow variable( s y. The theory is supported 

by a number of studies about individual ecosystem dynamics, (Odum 1971, Holling 

1986), We applied this theory to the fire disturbance situation. If a forest landscape and 

its associated fire events can be seen as an abstnict system, then the dynamicsof the 

system at the temporal scale of a few decades to a few centuries, will be fundamentally 

controlled by the slow variable -- amount of fuel accumulated across the landscape, 

which can be approximated by forest succession processes related to forest age. 

The assumption is also supported by empirical observations. Balling et at. (1992) 

reported the influence of forest successional stage on the flaIi:J.mability of Yellowstone 

lodgepole-dominated forests. They found the fire regimes in these forests are 

characterized by stand-replacing fires that occur at relatively long intervals of 150 to 300 

years or more, and flammability tends to increase as stands approach maturity over these 

intervals. However, a, big fire year may liot immediately occur once the stands are mature. 

For example, the bum area data presented in the study dO,not show a simple increasing 

trend over the 'study period (1872-1990), i.e." many stands would have reached a mature 

and flammable state by the beginning of the study period. The area of matUre forest, 

nevertheless, may have increased over the study period, resulting in an increasing 

probability ofIarge fires. 

The age-dependent fire probability has also been widely used in short-term spatial 

fire models andlongcterm non-spatial models asa general assumption.-A look-up table of· 

age-dependent fire probability, for example, was used in EMBYR, and a Weibull 

distribution function of gap-age is used in FORSKA2, a Europeanforest gap model, for 

characterizing the frequency of disturbances (Prentice et at. 1993). In general, this 

assumption is associated with studies offorest succession (or long-term ecosystem 

dynamics), and it is usually not used in any of the studies of short-term ecosystem 

dynamics. 
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. The base rnap of fire probability fOJ: each time step during the simulations is .. 

mainly determined by the age of the forest. The base maps are modified by a number of 

other factors including weather. The detailed methodology on how these factors affect the 

.base fire probability map will be presented elsewhere. However, the sources of 

information used in formulating these relationships are largely the results offire behavior 

studies. 

Weather usually changes at a much faster rate than forest age, and is therefore 

closelyassociatedwith shorHerm ecosystem dynamics. The current version of ON~FIRE 

simulates natural fire regimesunder a stable climate scenario, which means that lackof 

rain could be expressed by random events following a normal distribution. The dynamics 

.. of moisture content of fuel are assinnedto be closely correlated with rainfalL Empirical 

evidence for theseasonal change pattetns of fuel moisture can be found inthe Thousand~ .. 

Hou~ TimelagFuel·Moisture (THRFl\.1), which is an estimate of'the percentage moisture 

content of dead and downed roulldwoodfueis larger than 7.6 cm in diameter (Renkin and 

Despain 1992). A distribution ofTHRFM compiled by using.valuesofl,766 days·· 

archived for the 1965~ 1988 fire seasons showed an approximately nornial distribution in· 

terms of relative frequency. 

In short, we donotsimp\yprecaccept or pre-reject .either the fully climate or 

weather-driven and fully fuel-driven assumptions. Our assumption is that afire regimeis 

the result of interaction between fire events and forest landscape structures, influenced by . 

weather. 

5.2. Model structure 

A forest landscapeis simulated as a grid of cells. Each cell is considered to be 

homogeneous in terms of age and vegetation cover type. CefI age is defined·as the time .. 

since the last severe fire. 

There are three main components in ON-FIRE: forest growth, firedisturbance, 

and regeneration after disturbance. These components are loopedforeach time step (a 

year} Figure 8shDwsasimple flowchartofthe model. The model simulates severe fires· 

only, i. e. ,stand"replacing fires,where the vegetation is completely burned. 
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=======~===--=~========~====================~~=- ~=====~~~=~~= 

Figure B.A simple flowchart of the ON-FIRE model. 

==~=================--==================~===================== 

Forest growth is used to describe changes in the cell's state. This includes . 

increments in age for the current version. However, biomass, fuel load, and species. 

replacement will be included later. The calculation is looped for each of the cells, since 

these changes occur in the forest at the stand level without fire. Age is the first state 
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variable chosen for the model,because other cell characteristics such as biomass and 

... accumulated fuel can be approximated a.s functions of age. 

Fire disturbance across. a landscape is simulated as ignited by a lightningstrike in 

a particular cell. Once a cell is ignited, the fire may spread to the adjacent cells depending 

on the susceptibilities of these cells. The susceptibility of ace II is determined by its age. 

Those burned cells again have the potential to spread to adjacent unburned cells. This 

process continues until susceptibilities drop below a threshold or the fire .reaches the . 

boundary of the landscape. 
. . . 

.. Once an. area is burned, the regeneration is assumed to start from the next year and .. 

. the vegetation cover types will not be changed, i.e. ,enough seeds will be available after 

. fire disturbance and the outcome of species competition will be the same as that before 

the disturbance. In later versions,however,detailed seed generation, suryival,and 

dispersal processes will be incorporated. 

5.3, Simulation results 

. The results presented here are samples from a large number of runs to show how 

.. realistic fireregimes could be simulated using ON-FIRE and how ON-FIRE can meet all 

the expectations of the study listed in Section 4; Detailed.results and their explanations 

can befound in Li et al. (1995). 

The simulatedniean fire return intervals are 70. to 80. years. Theresults are 

consistent with the summary of Ontario's fire history studies (Ward and Tithecott 1993) .. · 

Figure 9a. shows a simulated fire size distributionbased on a hypothetiqal 

landscape. The results indicate. that ON~FIRE is able to simulate not only frequent small 

fires, but also infrequent large fires. The fire regimes simulated. by ON-FIRE look closer 

.. to observations (Figure7a) than that simulated by apres(:ribed negative exp~nential fir~ . 
size distribution. This is because the negative exponential fire ~ize distribution may not 

be able to simulate infrequent large fires very well. 

Figure 9b shows a sirnulated fire sizedistrilJUtionbased~nareatforest landscape 

in Northwest Ontario. The. study area is 10. by 10 km2,and 10catedinUTMZone 15, ._ 

between 5580.90.0. to 5590.90.0in northirig arid between 4240.0.0. to 4340.0.0. ineasting~. The 

results indicate a similar discontinuous pattern as in Figure 7a. 
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Figur~ 9. Simulated fire size distributions based.on a (a) hypothetical landscape; and (b)· 
-, , -. . 

realfoiest landscape in northwester.nOnWio. 

====~=-.-::=~~=======~==~===== .,' -~===========-~======~===-

Figure 10 shows changes in the percentage of <!Tea burned over time .. 
. . . 

ON-FIRE is also able to output the landscape structure created by fire 

disturbances attheendof each time step (Figure 11). Theresults over a certain periqdcall 

also be summarized as a relative fire.hazard map (see Figure 12) which is useful for 

evaluating the potential impact of fire disturbances for a given study site and assisting 

forest resource m.anagement decisions. 
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===============================================7============~===-
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FigureJO. Tb.etemporaldYriamics in percentage of area burned. 

6. USE OF ON~FlRE 

ON-fIRE has many potential applications in different fields offoreStry. Herewe 
- . : . 

summarize characteristics of ONe FIRE and present some of its applications. An example 

of how to use the model will be presented in a separate ~eport 
c' •• - _ - _'. - , 

ONcFIRE.is able to sirnulate fire regimes. The. fire ~egimes can be simulated on a 

hypothetical or real forest landscape.In ordertosimulaie a fireregim~on a realforest . 

landscape, users have to inputreJated GIS informatibnahout the landscape. Tb.eintetface 

between ON-FIRE and a GIS database ensures the simulationresultswillhe realistic. 

Users will he able to investigate the l(jgic~lconsecjuencesof.th6dYnamicsofboth·· 
·landstapeand natural fire regime fora given ~tudy area,byinjJutting related GIS 

. information aboutthestudy area into the modeL 
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===~=~~==~===~===~===========~===~======~==============--======" 

Figure U. A sample landscape stand-agecmosaic created by forest fires at the lOOth time 

step of a simtilf)tioJ1 based on a hypothetical forest la)1dscape. 
, ' 

====~===~=~=====~===========--==============================~=== 

, ONcFIREprovides opportunities for examining the influences of different 

anthropogenic disturbances (in addition to natural fire regimes) on an evolving system -" 

forestlandscape. Ecosystems have been described as evolving systems or moving targets, 

and thus in the ideal situation the issue of ecosystem management should be discussed 

within the framework of an evolving system. Management under such circumstance will 

need new tools for simulating the dynamics of evolving systems. ON-FIRE could serve 

as one of the new tools. 

ON-FIRE can atso serve as a framework to incorporate the effects of other 

natural disturbances, such as insect pests and windstorms. This will be addressed in 

another study developing an integrated natural disturbance model. The study wilJ 
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(:onsid.erthe interactions among different kinds of natural disturbances such as fire and 

insect pest. 

=~=================================================--=====~===== 

Figure 12. A sample fire hazard map over 500-year's simulation based on a study area in 

northwestern Ontario. Each pixel represents an area of 1 ha. The darkest ~olor indi~ates 
the highest probability of a burn. Mostwhite pixels are theiakes where no fires would 

occur. The grey scales between white and dark indicate a gradient of fire probability from 

low to high: 

~-=~-=~~========~==========~===========================~======== 

ON-FIRE can be used to examine the impacts of projected climate change on 

· forestlan,Iscapes, through the changing dynamics of fire regime. It is generally I)redicted 
. . . - - . 

· that the projected global warming in the 21 st century will increase fire frequency and 

.. l'everity.This prediction was based on the scenario of increased global surface . 

temperature. This means that fuel would dry out more quickly (assuming precipitation 

· stays constant), and thus the fire probability across a landscape would increase. If this is 
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•. true, then more fires would be ignited by lightning strikes and the fires would spread 

moreeasily. The unigue thing. about ON-FIRE is that .cIimate change will nO longer be 

seen as the only driving force, but as one component of the system, thus researchers will . 

be able to study system dynamics when one of the system components changes. 

In the application of ON-FIRE, forestry policymakers wiIlbe able to use the 

model as a tool to evaluate long-term consequences of different options, based on a 

I~dscape of interest. The evaluation wilI be based on comparisons between two 

scenarios: under a natural fire regime and under assumed forestry policy Orl top of the 

natural fire regime, For example, the influences of fire management onfire regimes in 

. boreal forest landscapes have. been investigated using ON-FIRE(Li and Perera, in prep.). 

Fire managers, forest resource managers, and land use planners wiIlbe able to evaluate 

long-term consequences of different options of management. Wildlife and habitat 

managers will also be able to link thei; models to ON~FIRE to evaluate conservatIon 

poliCies and management options. 

The algorithm of ON-FIRE could also be adapted imo a GIS software package. In 

this way, users wiIIbeable to run ONcFIRE fromwithln the GIS software. The· 

incorporation ofON~FIRE into GIS will also enhance the function of the GIS package by 

adding the capability to predict the potential stand agecmosajc of forests in the future .. 
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